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Abstract: In this paper, I discuss the acceleration and the transport of solar energetic particles in the inner

heliosphere. The paper is a reflection of the author’s personal interests and tastes, and is not intended to be a

review article. Particle acceleration at a coronal driven shock is examined with a focus of the injection efficiency

and the maximum attenable particle energy and their dependence on the shock geometry, θBN . Estimates of the

maximum particle energy when a CME-driven shock is close to the Sun are given for several cases. These have

implications to GLE events. The transport of energetic particles in the solar wind is also examined within the

framework of stochastic different equation method and a Monte-Carlo simulation. Accelerated particles escape

from the shock front and propagate into the interplanetary medium. They gyrate along the interplanetary

magnetic field and scatter off solar wind magnetic irregularities. Their propagation is governed by the focused

transport equation. In particular, the time intensity profile as well as the particle spectrum observed at 1

AU is strongly influenced by the turbulence power from the Sun to 1 AU. One can therefore, in principle use

observations of high energy particles at 1 AU to deduce turbulence properties of remote solar wind.
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1 Introduction

Solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs)

are the two most energetic solar phenomena. About

1031−32 erg energy are released in typical CMEs and

large flares [1–3]. In both cases, particles can be ac-

celerated up to GeV per nucleon. It is believed, there-

fore, that flares and CME-driven shocks are the sites

of Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs).

Observations of SEP events fall in two categories:

remote sensing and in-situ observations.

Remote sensing observations refer to electromag-

netic radiations. These include, gamma-ray, (hard

and soft) X-ray, ultraviolet, white light, and radio

bursts. When accelerated electrons and ions precip-

itate back to the solar surface, they interact with

ambient solar atmosphere and produce X-rays and

gamma ray lines. Using the (hard) X-ray spectrum

accompanying an SEP event, one can deduce the

accelerated parent electron spectrum [4]. Similarly,

ion acceleration in solar flares or at CMEs can be

inferred from various nuclear gamma ray lines [5].

For example, recent RHESSI measurements [6] of the

2.223 MeV neutron-capture line (produced by > 30

MeV protons) and hard X-rays with energy > 0.3

MeV (produced by electron bremsstrahlung contin-

uum emission), for a total of 29 flare events, showed

that these emissions are nicely correlated for flares

of varying magnitudes. At large wavelengths, white

light images are often used to track CME and some-

times the shock driven by it [7, 8]. At even larger

wavelengths, various radio bursts can be used to ob-

tain useful information of the acceleration site. For

example, type II radio bursts have been used to track

CMEs, [9, 10] and the starting frequency of the type

III radio burst is often used to estimate the electron
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density [11] at the acceleration site through the rela-

tionship of f/kHZ= 9
√

ne/cm−3.

In-situ observations refer to observations of parti-

cles (electrons, protons and heavy ions) made in the

interplanetary medium (often at 1 AU). These include

composition, charge states, particle spectrum, time

intensity profile and anisotropy, etc.

While it is generally accepted that both flares and

CME-driven shocks can accelerate particles, the un-

derlying acceleration mechanisms in both cases are

still not well understood. Observationally, solar flares

usually occur in active regions and are spatially con-

fined. CMEs, on the other hand, have an average

angular width of 50 degrees [12] and are spatially ex-

tended. Therefore, the acceleration at flare sites is

expected to be local and fast while that at the CME-

driven shock usually lasts longer and occurs in an

extended region. Indeed, depending on the duration

of the associated soft X-rays, SEP events were classi-

fied as “impulsive” and “gradual”. Later “impulsive”

became a synonym of flare accelerated events and

“gradual” CME-driven shock accelerated event [13–

15]. In large CMEs, often, there are accompanying

flares [16, 17], so these two acceleration mechanisms

may be both at work. Indeed, ACE observations have

led [18] to suggest that high energy (several tens of

MeV) and low energy particles may result from dif-

ferent seed particle populations and that different ac-

celeration mechanisms may dominate different energy

regimes.

There are also cases in which mixed characteristics

corresponding to both gradual and impulsive events

are observed. [19] found in some SEP events in the en-

ergy range 20−80 MeV/nuc, there are double peaks in

the intensity profile swith the first peak correspond-

ing to a high Fe/O ratio and the second to a low Fe/O

ratio. The second peak coincided with the passage of

the interplanetary shock. [19] concluded that in these

events two distinct components, corresponding to so-

lar flare accelerated material and CME accelerated

material, can be present simultaneously. This idea

is further explored and supported by the simulation

of [20]. However, alternative explanations involving

particle acceleration at a perpendicular shock with a

seed population of remnant flare material also exist

[21]. We note that not only can both flare acceler-

ation and shock acceleration occur in a single SEP

events, they may even conspire to have hand-in-hand

two stage acceleration where an initial flare acceler-

ation provides the seed population for a subsequent

shock acceleration. Such a sequence may be relevant

to Ground Level Events (GLEs) where particle’s en-

ergy reach as high as ∼ 1 GeV/nuc [22].

In this paper, we do not consider particle acceler-

ation at flare sites, and only focus on particle acceler-

ation at CME-driven shocks. Our paper is organized

as the follows. We first discuss the injection thresh-

old from a kinematic point of view. We keep a clear

note on the θBN dependence of the injection rate. In

particular, we calculate the injection efficiency using

a Kappa distribution for the solar wind velocity dis-

tribution. We then discuss particle acceleration at

an oblique shock. The effect of the injection on the

self-amplified Alfvén waves and the corresponding κ||
is examined. In discussing the amplified upstream

Alfvén waves we follow closely [23–25, 27–30]. In

evaluating κ⊥, we use the Non Linear Guiding Cen-

ter (NLGC) formulation which relates κ⊥ with κ||.

The maximum particle energy at an oblique shock is

then estimated by equating the shock dynamial time

and the acceleration time. Finally we discuss parti-

cle transport and a Monte-Carlo approach in under-

standing impulsive SEP events.

Our paper is not intended to be a review of dif-

fusive shock acceleration nor particle transport in

the solar wind. A review on the standard diffusive

shock acceleration (DSA) mechanism can be found in

[31]. Its application in the interplanetary shocks and

CME-driven shocks have been taken by various au-

thors. [23, 24] solved the coupled particle transport

and wave action equations. The approach provided a

self-consistent formalism for evaluating Alfvén wave

amplification and particle energization at a quasi-

parallel shock. Using the steady state solution of

the coupled system, [25] examined particle acceler-

ation at the Earth’s bow shock. This formalism is

recently extended by [24], who considered explicitly a

two stream approximation of the energetic particles.

[26] used the same set of equations as [23, 24], but

solved the time dependent wave transport equation.

Such an approach allows one to obtain the wave ac-

tion and energetic particle spectrum in a time depen-

dent manner. This can be potentially important in

studying the early phases of GLE events. [27–30], on

the other hand, assumed instantaneous steady-state

solution of the DSA, and included the time consider-

ation by balancing the shock dynamic time with the

acceleration time. This is the approach we will adhere

in this work. Such an approach does not address the

time dependent wave amplification as [26]. However,

it is particularly appealing for numerical modeling of

CME shocks and SEP events because at each numer-

ical time step, it uses the analytical power spectrum

which is decided by the characteristics of the shock at
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that time only. Using this approach, [32] examined

the spectral break behavior in large SEP events and

argued that the spectral breaks that often observed

in observation must be Q/A dependent and the de-

pendence is due to the shock geometry. Modeling

specific SEP events using this approach can be found

in [33, 34]. [35, 36] have considered particle wave in-

teraction at a shock wave by taking into account of

the Alfvén wave transport at the shock and argued

that the motion of the Alfvén waves (as scattering

centers) will lead to smaller compression ratio and a

softer particle spectrum.

Above studies are based on the standard DSA

where accelerated particles are treated separately

from the bulk plasma. In comparison, [37] have stud-

ied particle acceleration at a quasi-parallel shock us-

ing a conservation law approach. The model consid-

ers the resonant wave article interaction being the

most important (the fastest) mechanism for particle

acceleration. By using the energy conservation law on

a larger time scale than that of particle-wave inter-

action, particle distribution function can be obtained

without solving the coupled particle wave transport

equations. The advantage of this approach is that

the bulk plasma and the high energy particles can be

treated in the same manner.

Using a test particle approach, [38] simulated par-

ticle acceleration in the solar corona. They considered

a spherical shock expanding in the solar corona that

intersect coronal magnetic field with different config-

urations (i.e. the shock geometry is varying along

these field lines). They showed that depending on

which field lines particles are tied to, their maximum

energies can vary significantly. This study suggested

that it is important to consider the micro-physics of

the shock for particle acceleration. However, the ap-

proach did not consider wave amplification due to

streaming protons nor did it consider the effect of

perpendicular diffusion of particles. To obtain rela-

tivistic energies, they used a parallel mean free path

that scales with particle rigidity. For 1 GeV proton,

the ratio of their adopted parallel mean free path to

the proton gyroradius is 100-1000. Such a choice is

perhaps reasonable, but not substantiated. Our ap-

proach here is different from that used in [38]. We

will treat κ|| and κ⊥ together where κ|| is tied to the

enhanced Alfvén waves and κ⊥ is controlled by κ||
through the Non-linear Guiding Center (NLGC) the-

ory.

2 Particle acceleration at a CME-

driven shock

2.1 Standard diffusive shock acceleration for-

malism

Consider the standard diffusive shock acceleration

mechanism. The transport equation is given by [39],

∂f

∂t
+U ·∇f−∇·(κ ·∇f)−(

1

3
∇·U)p

∂f

∂p
=0. (1)

In (1), f is the particle distribution function; U is

the background fluid speed; t is time; p is the par-

ticle momentum and κ is particle’s spatial diffusion

coefficient. Terms in equation (1) describe convection

(U ·∇f), diffusion (∇· (κ ·∇f)) and particle energy

change (( 1
3
(∇·U)p ∂f

∂p
) respectively. The effect of large

scale background magnetic field B can be added as a

“drift” term Vd = (pv/3q)∇× ( �B/B2) to the convec-

tion. Equation (1) can be cast into a “conservation

form” [40],

∂f

∂t
+∇·S+

1

p2

∂

∂p
(p2J) = 0, (2)

S=−p

3

∂f

∂p
U−κ∇f , J =

p

3
U ·∇f. (3)

In this formalism, S represents the current in r space

and J the current in p space along the p̂ (in analogy

to r̂ in spherical coordinate system) direction. When

a shock is present, the transport equation (2) and (3)

is solved with the matching conditions that both the

distribution function f and the normal component of

the current S are continuous at the shock front.

If we assume particles are injected at the shock

front with some injection rate, then the right hand

side of equation (1) should be replace by the injec-

tion rate [23, 25]. Define the differential rate of the

injected particles at the shock as ñ. Assuming the

upstream number density of the injected particles is

given by F (p,x=0), we have

ñ(p) = 4πp2F (p,x=0)Uup. (4)

Clearly ñdp represents the number of injected parti-

cles per unit time from the upstream to the shock (in

the shock frame) that has momentum between p and

p+dp. Using the injection rate ñ, Consider first the

effect of injecting ñ(q)dq particles on the shock. The

right hand side of equation (1) must be replace by
ñ(q)

4πq2
δ(p−q)δ(x)dq. The solution of equation (1) is,
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fdn(p)
q,dq =

βñ(q)dq

4πq3Uup

(p/q)−β, (5)

Integrating over q from p1 to p, we obtain,

fdn(p)=β

� p

p1

dq
F (q)

q
(p/q)−β. (6)

Again, one finds that if F (q) is a harder power law

than the characteristic shock accelerated power law

spectrum, then fdn(p) behave like F (q); if F (q) is a

softer power law than the characteristic shock accel-

erated power law spectrum, then fdn(p) ∼ p−β. Of-

ten, to simplify things particles are assumed to be

injected at a single momentum, the injection momen-

tum. The injection rate N (with dimension number

of particles/cm2s) is then related to F (q) through,

F (q)=
N

4πp2
1

δ(q−p1), (7)

and

fdn(p)=
βN

4πp3
1

(p/p1)
−βH(p−p1). (8)

The explicit inclusion of N allows one to calculate the

wave intensity at the shock.

2.2 Injection efficiency as a function of θBN

One key question the DSA mechanism can not

answer is the injection momentum and the injection

efficiency. This is because in solving (2) and (3),

the distribution function f is assumed to be nearly

isotropic in both the downstream and the upstream,

which implies that particle speed v should be signifi-

cantly larger than the flow speed u.

The injection threshold depends on the shock ge-

ometry. Indeed, by requiring the anisotropy ξ, de-

fined through,

ξ =3
|F|

4πp2f(p)
, (9)

to be smaller than unity in the the shock frame [41–

43], one can show [43],

vinj

3Uup

=

√
(β−1)2 +

(κ2
Bohm +κ2

|| cos2 θBN)sin2 θBN

(κ⊥ sin2 θBN +κ|| cos2 θBN)2
.

(10)

In equation (10), knowledge of κ|| and κ⊥ is required

to evaluate vinj. However, κ|| depends on the injec-

tion efficiency [44]. To avoid a circular determination

of vinj and κ||, we follow [22] and consider the injec-

tion threshold from a kinematic consideration. We

assume particles change their velocities by scattering

with Alfvén waves that propagate along (or against)

magnetic fields. Since the effect of the particle-wave

resonance scattering is to isotropize particle’s pitch

angle distribution, we therefore approximate these

resonance scattering by effective billiard ball scatter-

ing and assume the pitch angle cosine μ′ after the

scattering having a μ′-independent constant probabil-

ity distribution (μ′ is defined in the scattering center

frame). We also require particles to have at least one

effective scattering off the scattering centers before

swimming back to the upstream. For a particle to be

able to return to the upstream, we therefore require,

v′μ′ ≥ Udn

cosθ′BN

±V 0
A

√
r∗sin2 θBN +cos2 θBN/r, (11)

where V 0
A is the upstream Alfvén wave speed. The

threshold of v′
th is obtained by setting μ′ = 1 and

taking the “equal” sign.

v′
th =

Udn

cosθ′BN

−VA, v′
th2 =

Udn

cosθ′BN

+VA. (12)

In the above, v′
th2 is for Alfvén waves propagating

away from the shock. The injection threshold is de-

cided by the downstream Alfvén waves propagating

towards the shock and is given by v′
th. In the down-

stream when particle’s speed v′ > v′
th, upon an scat-

tering, it has a probability of
� 1

v′
th

/v′ dμ
′/
� 1

−1
dμ′ =

1/2(1 − v′
th/v

′) returning to the upstream. So the

injection efficiency is [22],

δ = γ

�∞
v
′
th

(
1−v′

th/v
′

2
)f(v)v2dv�∞

0
f(v)v2dv

+ (1−γ)

�∞
v
′
th2

(
1−v′

th2/v
′

2
)f(v)v2dv�∞

0
f(v)v2dv

. (13)

Here f(v) is the downstream particle distribution

function and we assume it is a Kappa distribution,

f(v)∼ [1+
(1/2)mpv

2

κkBTeff

]−κ−1, (14)

where kB = 8.6× 10−5 eV/K is the Boltzmann con-

stant. As κ→∞, equation (14) becomes a Gaussian

distribution. Note, Teff is an effective temperature,

it can be only identified as the temperature as κ→∞.

For a finite κ,

〈1/2mv2

kBTeff

〉=

�
1
2
mv2f(v)v2dv�
f(v)v2dv

>
3

2
. (15)

For example, for κ = 2.0 (6.0), equation (15) gives 6

(2).

A Kappa distribution has been realized long time

ago to provide a good description of the observed ve-

locity distribution of solar wind electrons [45]. Re-

cently, [46] have used a generalized Kappa distribu-

tion to fit solar wind distribution using Cluster ob-

servations. They showed that using an Ellipsian, in-

stead of a Lorentzian distribution, where an extra
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“shoulder” can be included, provides a better agree-

ment with the observational data. A recent attempt

to characterize the seed population at CME shocks

using observations at 1 AU has been done, for exam-

ple, in [47]. For simplicity and the fact that there is

no near sun in-situ data, we limit ourselves here in us-

ing a Kappa distribution function for the solar wind.

The tail of the Kappa distribution is often identified

as the suprathermal population. The origin of these

suprathermal is presently not known. They can be

naturally from, for example, a pre-acceleration pro-

cess such as the flare that is associated with the SEP

event [19], or from an earlier shock acceleration event

[18, 48], or due to particles interacting with compres-

sional turbulence [49]. As an estimate of Teff , we can

use a Gaussian fit to find an effective temperature of

T ∼ 106K upstream in the upper corona. This is in

comparison to a T =105K for the solar wind at 1 AU.

Downstream of a CME shock, the ion temperature

can increase by a factor of up to several 10 [50, 51]
∗. In this work, we consider the effective downstream

temperature at the propagating CME shock in our

problem to be within 5×106K<Tdn < 2×107K. Use

E =
√
M2

p c
4 +p2c2, we find

j(Ek)= f(Ek)
p

E
= f(p)p2. (16)

In the non-relativistic limit, Ek ∼ v2, therefore

j(Ek)∼E−1.5
k corresponds to a κ=1.5. Note a κ=1.5

is a limiting case in the sense that a harder spectrum

than E−1.5 will yield an infinite total energy contained

in the supra-thermal particles.

Consider now the injection efficiency δ as a func-

tion of θBN. For the effective downstream tempera-

ture, we consider 5×106 and 2×107 K two cases. For

the Alfvén wave speed and the solar wind speed, we

follow [53] and use the semi-empirical model of [54]

and specify the pre-shock upstream Vsw = 85 km/s,

n = 2 × 105cm−3 and VA = 700 km/s. These pa-

rameters are appropriate when a CME shock is close

to the Sun, perhaps at ∼ 3rs and therefore is rele-

vant to GLE events. We assume two example shocks

with speeds of 2500 and 1800 km/s †. In the shock

frame, these correspond to an upstream fluid speed of

Uup =2415 km/s and Uup =1715 km/s respectively.

Figure 1 plots the injection efficiency δ for 6 dif-

ferent cases. For simplicity, we have assumed γ =1/2,

i.e. there are equal number of Alfvén waves propagat-

ing in both directions in the downstream. The base

case (Case I) is shown as the solid line with circle.

We assume a (fluid) compression ratio s = 2.5, the

downstream effective temperature Teff = 5× 106 K,

Uup = 2415 km/s and κ = 6. Case 2 and Case 3 are

the long-dashed curve with triangle and the dot curve

with “X”. They differ from the base on the value of κ.

Case 2 has a κ= 2.0 and Case 3 has a κ= 3.0. Case

4 is the dot-dashed curve with square. Comparing

to the base case, it has a Teff = 2×107 K. Case 5 is

the short-dashed curve with plus. Comparing to the

base case, it has a Uup = 1715 km/s. Case 6 is the

double-dot-dashed curve with a star. Comparing to

the base case, it has a compression ratio of s=3.5.

Fig. 1. The injection efficiency δ as a function

of θBN. Six curves are shown. The solid line

with circle is the base case (Case I). We as-

sume a shock speed of 2500 km/s propagates

into a solar wind speed of 85 km/s. In the

shock frame, this corresponds to a upstream

fluid speed of Uup =2415 km/s. The other pa-

rameters are the follows: the (fluid) compres-

sion ratio is 2.5, the upstream Alfvén speed is

700 km/s, the downstream effective tempera-

ture is Teff =5×106 K, and a κ=6 is assumed.

Compared to the base case, the long-dashed

curve (Case II) with triangle has a κ = 2.0;

the dotted curve (Case III) with “X” has a

κ= 3.0; the dot-dashed curve (Case IV) with

square has a Teff =2×107 K; the short-dashed

curve (Case V) with plus has a Uup = 1715

km/s; and the double-dot-dashed curve with

a star (Case VI) has a compression ratio of

r=3.5.

Figure 1 has some profound implications to GLE

events. Consider first the base case. As θBN in-

creases, the injection efficiency quickly drops. At a

parallel shock (θBN = 0◦) the efficiency is 0.78%; at

∗When we use a Kappa distribution, the increase of Teff is smaller than using a Maxwellian distribution.
†We note here that the Alfvén wave velocity VA in the solar corona as a function of height often has a relative minimum at

2−3Rs, after which it rises again. Therefore a CME shock wave can “shock” at a low height and “unshock” as it propagate out

and “shock” again [52].
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θBN = 20◦ the efficiency already drops to 0.1%; at

θBN = 30◦ it becomes 1.3×10−4 and at θBN = 60◦ it

becomes 1.9× 10−9. As we will see in the next sec-

tion, the upstream wave power I(k) is proportional

to the injection efficiency, therefore changing the θBN

from 0◦ to 30◦ will suppress the wave power by a

factor of 50. Besides the strong dependence of the

injection efficiency on θBN, the value of κ is also im-

portant in deciding the injection efficiency. Changing

κ from 6.0 to 2.0 or 3.0 can effectively increases δ

at θBN = 0 from 0.78% to 2.8% or 1.6%. What is

more important for Case II and Case III is that δ

in these two cases decreases slowly with θBN as com-

paring to the base case (having a larger κ = 6). For

example, at θBN = 30 degrees, δ is 5.58× 10−3 for a

κ of 2 and 1.46×10−3 for a κ of 3. Therefore a non-

thermal seed population will be of particular impor-

tance to particle acceleration at a quasi-perpendicular

shock. Increasing the temperature (Case IV) from

Teff = 5×106 to T = 2×107 also increases the injec-

tion efficiency by about a factor of 8 for all θBNs. At

a strict parallel shock, we have δ ∼ 7%. Decreasing

the shock speed (Case V) also increases the injection

efficiency. This is because more particles can swim

back to the upstream now. However, decreasing the

shock speed likely will lead to a decrease of the com-

pression ratio s. As shown in the Case VI, a larger

(smaller) s will lead to a higher (lower) injection ef-

ficiency, especially at smaller θBNs. Furthermore, as

shown in the next section, a larger s leads to a larger

wave intensity. While the base case may be likely to

be what is occurring in normal SEP events, a GLE

event may correspond to one of the other five cases.

In general, to have a larger injection efficiency, the

downstream temperature must be high and the dis-

tribution function must be non-Maxwellian, perhaps

a Kappa-distribution with a κ < 6. Note, except for

Case II and Case III, the efficiency drops quickly with

θBN. For a coronal shock, which is still largely ex-

panding side way when the acceleration occurs, θBN at

the shock is likely to be large, therefore for most SEP

events, the shock is quasi-perpendicular and the in-

jection efficiency may have to evaluated at θBN > 40◦

degree. However, if the upstream magnetic field lines

are already disturbed, by perhaps a preceding CME,

then a θBN < 30◦ is possible.

Note because the injection efficiency at large θBN

has a relatively strong dependence on the value of

κ. If the κ value of the solar wind varies by a small

amount (e.g. 2.0 to 6.0) for two otherwise similar

SEP events, then we expect that the accelerated par-

ticle spectra (in particular the maximum energy) for

these two events can differ noticeably. This might be

the reason why SEP events having similar progeni-

tors can vary largely in their energetic particle spec-

tra. We point out that our estimate of the injection

efficiency at quasi-perpendicular shocks is idealized

in that we assume the angle between the upstream

magnetic field line and the shock normal θBN is a con-

stant. In reality, the random meandering of the field

lines can lead to multiple intersections of a single field

line with the shock surface. This is especially true

for a near-perpendicular configuration. With multi-

ple intersections, particles can experience upstream

and downstream in relatively short period of time,

therefore largely reduce the injection problem.

2.3 Diffusion coefficient Dμμ and κ||

Assuming a magnetostatic turbulence with a

“slab” geometry (i.e., its wave vector is along the

background B0 direction ẑ). Jokipii [55, 56] obtained,

Dμμ(p)=
2πv(1−μ2)

(RL ∗B0)2|μ|
P (k=

1

RL|μ|
), (17)

where RL = γmv/qB0 is the Larmor radius of a

charged particle with mass m and charge q, and the

power spectrum P (k,t) of the turbulent field δB is

defined through [57],

P slab(k) = (2π)−1

� +∞

−∞
Rslab(z)e−ikzdz (18)

Rslab(z) = 〈δB(�r, t)δB(�r+z, t)〉. (19)

If the interplanetary turbulence can be approximated

by ∼ k−q, then one finds

Dμμ ≈ (1−μ2)|μ|q−1, (20)

Extending the original QLT theory, [57, 58] con-

sidered a dynamical turbulence model with a slab-2D

composite geometry. An important step in [57, 58]

was the introduction of quantities Γ(kz, t) and Dr(kz)

through,

Pxx(kz, t)=Pxx(kz,0)Γ(kz, t), (21)

Dμμ(μ)=
v2(1−μ2)

(RL ∗B0)2

� ∞

−∞
dkzPxx(kz,0)Dr(kz), (22)

Dr(kz)=

� ∞

−∞
exp[i(kzμv−Ω)t]Γ(kz, t)dt. (23)

As noted in [59], the separation of the dynamical cor-

relation function Γ(kz, t) from Pxx(kz, t) allows one to

study various dynamical turbulence models. Physi-

cally, it characterizes how the correlation of δB vary

as a function of time. For a time invariant correlation

(static) Γ = 1, one then recovers the original magne-

tostatic turbulence model of [55]. Two dynamical
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models have been investigated in [58] were the

random damping and sweeping models where

Γ(kz, t) is approximated by exp(−α|kzVAt|) and

exp(−α|kzVAt|2) respectively. These correspond to

nascent δ-functions of the Cauchy type and Gaus-

sian (normal distribution) type for D(kz) [59]. Other

approximations of Γ(kz, t) and Dr(kz) are also used

in the literature. One simple model of Dr(kz) intro-

duced in [59] is,

Dr(kz)=
1

v

{
δ(μkz−Ω/v) when|μ|>μ0

δ(μ0kz−Ω/v) when|μ| ≤μ0

,

(24)

where the parameter μ0 is taken to be μ0 =

VA/v, with VA the Alfvén wave speed VA/c =

7.27(B/Gauss)/
√

n/cm−3. This form reduces to the

magnetostatic turbulence model when |μ| > μ0, but

eliminates the “resonance gap” problem by bridging

Dμμ in the region of μ > μ0 and μ < −μ0 with a

constant Dμμ in between (note the power spectrum

Pxx(kz,0) is an even function of kz). Using Dμμ, κ||
is,

κ|| =
v2

8

� +1

−1

dμ
(1−μ2)2

Dμμ

. (25)

Now the determination of the diffusion coefficient be-

comes the determination of the solar wind MHD tur-

bulence. One often used form of the solar wind MHD

turbulence is [58],

Pxx(kz,0)= 2πCλc

[
(1+k2

zλ
2
c)

−qi/2θ(kd−|kz|)

+(1+k2
dλ

2
c)

−qi/2

∣∣∣∣
kz

kd

∣∣∣∣
−qd

θ(|kz|−kd)
]
, (26)

where qi and qc are the spectral indices for the inertial

range and dissipation range; C, λc and kd are param-

eters characterising the overall turbulence strength,

the length scale and the wave number of the energy

containing range and the dissipation range respec-

tively.

When there is upstream Alfvén waves, P (kz) in

equation 17 need to be replaced by the total wave

intensity I(k) = Ie(k) +P (kz). In the following we

denote P (kz) as I0(k). The wave intensity per unit k

is normalized through� ∞

0

I(k)dk= 〈δB2〉/2, (27)

and δB2/8π is the energy density of the magnetic field

fluctuations δB. The wave intensity I(k) satisfies the

wave kinetic equation and at the shock front, is given

by [23, 25],

I(|k|<γm|Ω|/po)= Ie(k)+Io(k), (28)

and

Ie(k)=
2πβδ cosθBN

(β−4)(β−2)

V 0
A

Uup

np3
0

γm2
pΩp

(
k

k0

)β−6, (29)

is the wave intensity for the self-excited waves due

to streaming protons. δnuup is the injection rate, V 0
A

the Alfvén wave speed, p0 is the injection momen-

tum. Ie(k) has a k dependence of kβ−6. If β = 4.33,

i.e., r = 3.3, then the enhanced wave turbulence has

the same k−1.67 as the quiet solar wind. We note

that from equation (12), no clear determination of

the injection momentum p0 can be obtained. This

is because even when particle’s momentum is larger

than p0 (corresponding to v > Udn/cosθ′BN −VA), it

still only has a certain probability of returning to the

upstream. Furthermore, the formalism of diffusive

shock acceleration is accurate only to the order of

U/v.

For the background solar wind wave turbulence,

we ignore the dissipation range and have,

I0(k)=
〈δB2

slab〉Γ(qi/2)√
πΓ((qi−1)/2)

λc(1+k2λ2
c)

−qi/2, (30)

where Γ(x) are the Γ functions. From equation (29),

we see that the enhanced Alfvén waves Ie(k) has a k

dependence of kβ−6. If β =4.33, i.e., r=3.3, then the

enhanced wave turbulence has the same k−1.67 as the

quiet solar wind.

We now compare Ie(k) and I0(k). Use

Ω=
QeB

γAmpc
=9.6

(
Q

A

)(
B

Gauss

)(
1

γ

)
×103Hz,

(31)

where ωp is the proton gyro-frequency and

1Gauss2 =6.3×1011eV/cm3. (32)

We have

Ie(k)

Gauss2km
=

2πβδ cosθBN

(β−4)(β−2)

VA

Uup

n

cm−3

(v0

c

)3

× 4.6×10−2

B/Gauss

(
k

k0

)β−6

. (33)

Similarly equation (30) is,

I0(k)

Gauss2km
=0.24× λc

km

δB2

Gauss2
×(1+(kλc)

2)−5/6. (34)

Consider the six cases from the last section. At

r= 3.5rs, we use n= 2×105 cm−3, B0 = 0.143 Gauss

and λC =4×106 km. Figure 2 plots the I0 and Ie for

case I and case II. Figure 3 is for the case III and case

IV and Figure 3 is for the case V and case VI. In each

panel, three θBNs: 0◦, 30◦ and 60◦ are considered.

In calculating I0, we scale δB2 as r−3.5. This gives

a very weak radial dependence for δB2/B2
0 . Indeed

δB2/B2
0 =1% at r=3.5rs. In quiet solar wind, we ex-

pect δB2/B2
0 ∼ 1−10% at 1 AU. Above k > 10−6 km−1,
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I0 is the usual Kolmogorov spectrum. It bended at

low k, representing the energy containing range. Note

in both case I and case II, the compression ratio is

s=2.5, which yields a β =5. Therefore the enhanced

wave power is harder than the ambient turbulence

power. In case I, we see that when θBN > 60◦, we

have I0 > Ie. Therefore wave amplification due to

streaming protons can be ignored when θBN > 60◦.

However, for both Case II and Case III where κ = 2

and 3 respectively, because the injection efficiency de-

crease slowly with θBN, at large k, Ie >I0. This means

even at a quasi-perpendicular shock, the waves due to

streaming protons can still play a role in accelerating

particles. Note case VI has s= 3.5, therefore β = 4.2

and 6−β = 1.8, close to 5/3. So the enhanced wave

power and the ambient turbulence power are almost

parallel. In all cases but the Case I, the enhanced

wave power for both θBN =0◦ and θBN =30◦ are above

the ambient turbulence power. This is not surprising

since we expect at quasi-parallel, the enhanced wave

power dominate. This is also the implicit assumption

in our earlier works [27–30]. Furthermore, in Case VI,

we find that I0 ∼ Ie even at θBN =60◦. It implies that

in this case, even at a shock with high obliquity, we

have to consider wave amplification due to streaming

protons.

Fig. 2. Comparison of I0 and Ie. Case I and Case II.

Fig. 3. Same as Figure 2, but for case III and case IV.
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Fig. 4. Same as Figure 2, but for case V and case VI.

2.4 Maximum particle energy as a function

of shock geometry

Define the dynamic time scale as [22],

tdyn =min

{
R(t)

dR(t)/dt
,

B(t)

dB(t)/dt
,

n(t)

dn(t)/dt

}
, (35)

then during tdyn, the shock parameters do not vary

significantly and we can use the instantaneous steady

state solution of DSA provided that we constrain

the maximum energy by equating the dynamical

time scale to the acceleration time scale. Following

[27, 31, 60] we have for the acceleration time scale,

Δt=β
κ(p)

u2
sh

Δp

p
. (36)

where

κ=κup(p)+sκdn(p), (37)

with s the compression ratio. Therefore the maxi-

mum momentum (energy) can be obtained through,

tdyn =

� pmax

p1

β
κ

u2
sh

1

p
dp. (38)

As in [60], we assume sκdn is smaller than κup and ap-

proximate κ by κup(p). In the following, we further

denote κup as κ. So the accelerated particle spectrum

becomes,

fdn(p)=
βN

4πp3
0uup

(p/p0)
−βH(p−p0)H(pmax−p), (39)

Clearly, the acceleration time scale is decided by the

total diffusion coefficient

κ=κ|| cos2 θBN +κ⊥ sin2 θBN (40)

For κ⊥, we adopt the approach in [61] and use,

κ⊥/κ|| =

[√
3πa2 Γ(s/2)

2
√
πΓ((s−1)/2)

δB2
2D

B2
0

]2/3

(
l2D
λ||

)2/3

,λ⊥λ|| > 3l22D, (41)

κ⊥/κ|| =
a2

2

δB2
2D

B2
0

λ||, λ⊥λ|| < 3l22D. (42)

In the above, s = 5/3 and l2D is the bend-over scale

for the 2D turbulence. At 1 AU, l2D =0.003 AU. As-

sume l2D has a similar radial dependence of lc, then

at r=3.5rs, we have l2D =6×10−4 AU. The value of

κ⊥ depends on the value of κ||. At a strict perpen-

dicular shock, since there are no enhanced waves due

to streaming protons, the quiet time value κ0 (due

to the background “slab” turbulence) is used. Us-

ing such a κ0, [43] estimated the maximum energy

at a quasi-perpendicular shock. When the shock is

oblique, however, one must replace κ0 by κ|| that is

decided from the total power I(k) in the direction

parallel to B0, where I(k) = I0(k) + Ie(k) including

both the background solar wind turbulence power

I0(k) and the enhanced wave intensity Ie(k) gener-

ated at the shock front by streaming protons. Using

the total diffusion coefficient κ, we now estimate the

maximum energy at a shock. Assume B(r) ∼ r−ζ1

and n(r)∼ r−ζ2 , then from equation (35), we have

tdyn =
1

max(ζ1, ζ2)

r(t)

v(t)
. (43)

Beyond r > 10rs, from flux conservation and a weakly

radial dependent Vsw, we have ζ2 ∼ 2. Inside 10rs, ζ2

is somewhat larger ∼ 3. We expect the radial depen-
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dence of the magnetic field is similar to the density,

so ζ1 ∼ ζ2. We therefore have,

tdyn =
1

3

r(t)

v(t)
. (44)

Using the total κ, we obtain the maximum energy

as a function of θBN at the shock for the 6 cases we

considered. This is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. the maximum proton energy for the six

cases considered in the last section.

For the base case, the maximum energy is 5 GeV

and is obtained at θBN = 0. As θBN increases, the

injection efficiency quickly decreases which results in

a fast increase of κ|| and hence the total κ. Conse-

quently, the maximum energy decreases. For Case II

and Case III, the θBN dependence of the maximum

energy is similar to the Case I. However, because the

injection efficiency decreases slowly with θBN for large

κ, the maximum energy also decreases slowly. In

particular, we find that a quasi-perpendicular shock

θBN = 80◦ with κ = 2 can still accelerate particles to

10 MeV.

Note, the total κ has a complicated dependence

on θBN, therefore the maximum energy does not al-

ways occur at θBN = 0◦. Indeed, for Case VI where

s = 3.5, we find that the maximum energy occurs

at θBN = 30◦ with 25 GeV. Between θBN = 0◦ and

θBN =30◦, the maximum energy slightly increase but

does not change much. Above θBN = 30◦, however,

the maximum energy quickly drops. This is due to

the fast decrease of the injection efficiency. Similar

trend occurs for Case IV. The maximum energy of 10

GeV occurs at θBN =20◦.

3 Energetic Particle Transport in the

solar wind

In studying the transport of energetic particles in

the solar wind, one needs to solve the focused trans-

port equation [Skilling, Isenberg, Ruffolo]. Early at-

tempts of solving the transport equation is to make

certain assumptions of the geometries of the inter-

planetary magnetic field (e.g. a radial field or a

Parker spiral) and then apply a numerical finite differ-

ence method [62–66]. These work require discretiza-

tion of μ, the particle pitch angle cosine. An alter-

native approach to solve the transport equation is

to use stochastic differential equation method to cast

the transport equation to single particle motion of

quasi-particles whose motion is consisted of a deter-

ministic part and a stochastic part with the stochastic

part describing a diffusion process [67]. Mathmati-

cally, this can be always achieved because a Fokker-

Planck equation can be shown to be equivalent to a

stochastic differential equation. In a slight different

context, [29, 30] developed a Monte-Carlo approach

to follow the propagation of charged ions in grad-

ual SEP events. Using the method of characteristics,

[29, 30] translated the underlying Boltzmann equa-

tion to a set of equations describing single particle’s

motion. Again, a deterministic part and a stochastic

part are separated. The deterministic part describes

the motion of particle in a prescribed magnetic field

(Parker spiral in this case), and the stochastic part

describes the diffusion of particle’s pitch angle due to

waves and turbulence in the solar wind. In the work

of [29, 30] the modeling of the stochastic part of the

change of particle pitch angle is achieved by using a

mean free path λ||. This is suitable if the scale of the

problem is larger than λ||. In many impulsive events,

the solar wind turbulence is quite weak and the cor-

responding mean free path is larger than 1 AU. Using

λ|| in such cases then does not capture the pitch angle

distribution of particles correctly. Instead, diffusion

coefficient Dμμ shall be used. In quasi-linear theory

(QLT) [55], Dμμ characterize how a particles pitch

angle changes stochastically,

∂f

∂t
=

∂

∂μ
Dμμ

∂f

∂μ
. (45)

Modeling an SEP event with the stochastic approach

has been done in [68], who, instead of following sin-

gle particle motion, examined how the quantity of

g = f/r evolves. Note, computationally, a stochastic

differential equation approach or a Monte-Carlo ap-

proach is becoming more attractive as these take full

advantage of today’s advance computational infras-

tructures.

Following [59], the decomposition of the transport
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quation to single particle motion is,

dz

dt
= μv, (46)

dμ

dt
=

v

2

1−μ2

L
+

∂Dμμ

∂μ
, (47)

dp′

dt
= −p′

i

p′ (p
′
j +Euj)

∂ui

∂xj

, (48)

d̃μ =
√

2Dμμdt, (49)

where z is the distance along background magnetic

field B0, μ is particle pitch angle cosine, v is particle

speed in spacecraft frame, E is the particle total en-

ergy and p′ is the particle momentum measured in the

solar wind frame. Summation over repeated indices

is assumed. Note, besides the change of 〈(Δμ)2〉/Δt,

there is also a change of 〈Δμ〉/Δt which yields a term

of dμ that is linearly proportional to dt. We empha-

sis that the stochastic change dμ is not propotional to

dt, but
√
dt. Also, equation (49) is to be understood

in a statistical sense. At any interval dt, the change

of dμ obey a Gaussian distribution (as guaranteed by

the Central limit theorm). Now all the physics of

pitch angle scattering is embedded in Dμμ, which by

definition is,

Dμμ = 〈δμδμ
∗

2t
〉. (50)

Equation (50) allows one to numerically calculate Dμμ

by following single particle motion when a turbulent

magnetic field is specified.

Now we follow [59] and briefly describe the proce-

dure of the Monte-carlo simulation. To illustrate the

process, we consider an impulsive event and assume

particles are released at a fixed location with 1.05R�,

during a period of d. The generation to other situa-

tions such as a gradual SEP event is straightforward.

The initial conditions are then given by,

t0 = d
√

ξH(x)+d(2−
√

1−ξ)H(1−x), (51)

r0 = 1.05R�, (52)

α0 = cos−1(ξ′), (53)

E0 = [E1−β
l +ξ′′(E1−βi

l −E1−βi
h )]1/(1−βi). (54)

In the above, x = (0.5− ξ), ξ, ξ′ and ξ′′ are three

random numbers within [0,1] and H(x) is the usual

Heaviside function. We next update the particle lo-

cation, the speed (energy) and the pitch angle using

equations (46), (47), (48), and (49). When applying

(49), we have

d̃μ=sign(ξ′−1/2)erf−1(ξ)
√

4Dμμdt (55)

Here ξ and ξ′ are again two random numbers in [0,1]

and erf−1(x) is the inverse of the error function,

erf(x)=
2√
π

� x

0

e−t2dt. (56)

Applying the updating procedures and collecting all

incidences of particle crossing R, one can reconstruct

time intensity profile and particle spectrum at R.

Clearly, both the time intensity profile and the par-

ticle spectrum depends on the assumption Dμμ and

the injection profile. Often, at a single location, e.g.

R=1 AU, one can not differentiate the effect of Dμμ

and the injection profile. However, observations at

multiple Rs and by different ions can be used to dis-

cern their effects. For that reason, the future mission

of the Solar Probe Plus is very much anticiated.

4 Conclusion

We discuss in this paper particle acceleration and

transport in the inner heliosphere. In particular, we

used a kinetic model and examined how the injection

speed and the injection efficiency depend on the shock

geometry. Assuming a Kappa distribution, we also

evaluated the maximum particle energy at a CME-

driven shock when the shock is close to the Sun for

various shock geometry. We use the NLGC theory

in obtaining the perpendicular diffusion coefficient.

This affects the total diffusion coefficient and the esti-

mation of the maximum particle energy at an oblique

shock. The estimation of the maximum particle en-

ergy has profound implications to GLE events. We

also laid out the general procedure in using a Monte-

Carlo simulation to model the transport of energetic

particles. The procedure is particularly attractive in

modeling impulsive events where the acceleration is

both confined temporally and spatially.
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